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Abstract: Extensive progress in human genetics and clinical diagnostics allowed identification of the majority of
genetically-related diseases. Still, the genes responsible for numerous diseases have not been recognized and frequently
the disease etiology remains unknown. This is true for keratoconus, the study subject of this article. Therefore, before
mutation analysis or other sequence variant assessment, it is essential to identify the chromosomal region, where a gene
or genes causing the disease phenotype are located. To achieve that, advanced bioinformatics methods are applied to
data obtained from molecular research to narrow the chromosomal region containing the disease locus.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Despite the development of many molecular biology
tools, finding the particular gene or genes responsible for
any given human genetic disease is still a difficult task.
Linkage analysis is one of the possible methods used to
find causal genes. Genetic linkage is the tendency of loci or
alleles to be inherited together. Genetic loci that are
physically close to one another on the same chromosome
tend to stay together during meiosis, and are therefore
transmitted together to the offspring. The aim of linkage
analysis is to find the approximate location of the targeted
gene (usually a gene causing an abnormal phenotype)
relative to a genetic marker. DNA sequences of known
location in the genome that show polymorphisms
(variations in size or sequence) in the population are used
as genetic markers. The most popular markers are microsatellite and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs).
Genetic Markers
A microsatellite marker is a piece of DNA sequence in
which the repeated motif consisting of di-, tri-, or

tetranucleotide sequences (e.g., CA, TGA, or CAAG) is
present. These markers are usually located in non-coding
regions of the genome. Heterozygosity, the frequency of
different alleles at the same location on a chromosome
(locus), is a measure of their polymorphism. Average
heterozygosity for microsatellite markers is approximately
0.70. Initially, analyses were carried out under conditions
of low density distribution of markers, i.e. every 10 cM,
which gives about 400 markers to be used throughout the
human genome. Under conditions of high-density analysis,
markers are at intervals of every 5 cM on average which
translates to about 800 loci in the genome.
Today, analyses using SNPs markers are more frequent.
Single nucleotide polymorphism is the phenomenon of
a DNA sequence variability, which consists of changing
a single nucleotide (A, T, C or G) at a certain position in
DNA sequences between individuals from the same species
or between corresponding chromosomes of a given individual. Single nucleotide polymorphism (e.g., GACGTA,
GACCTA, GACATA, and GACTTA) can occur in coding
or non-coding sequences of genes, as well as in regions
between genes. SNPs in the coding sequence do not neces-
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sarily lead to changes in the amino acid sequence of protein
due to the degeneracy of the genetic code. The advantage of
these markers is its frequent occurrence in the human
genome (on average once every 100-300 nucleotides), thus
allowing for a detailed analysis of a small DNA fragment.
Family Pedigree
In linkage analysis multigenerational families are
studied, which include both affected and unaffected individuals. Figure 1A shows an example of the structure of
such examined families. Typically, a pedigree diagram
shows the relationship between family members (Fig. 1A).
The term “founders” describes individuals whose parents
are not specified in the pedigree. Additionally, parents and
their offspring are called the nuclear family.
Linkage analysis
Human autosomal chromosomes come in pairs, in
which one chromosome is inherited from the mother, and
the other one from the father. Each pair of normal/typical
chromosomes (without chromosomal rearrangement e.g.,
duplication, deletion, insertion and inversion) contains the
same genes localized in the same order, but the gene
sequences may not be identical. These different forms of
a gene or a genetic locus are called alleles. Recombination
by the crossing-over of chromosomes may occur during
meiosis, in which DNA is exchanged between chromosomes of the same pair. Thus two genes that were previously unlinked, being on separate chromosomes, can
become linked because of recombination; and conversely,
linked genes may become unlinked (Fig. 1B). A recombination occurs more or less at random. If there is a large
distance between two DNA sequences on a chromosome,
there is a great chance that recombination will occur
between them, and the maternal and paternal alleles will be
mixed up. In contrast, if two DNA sequences are localized
very close on the chromosome, they will recombine
infrequently. Disease genes are mapped by measuring
recombination against a set of different markers spread
over the entire genome or a part of the genome. When
recombination occurs frequently, it indicates that the
disease gene and marker are far apart. However, other
markers are said to be linked to a disease-causing gene
because they are localized in close proximity to that disease
gene and will not tend to recombine during crossing-over.
Markers that flank the disease gene and define a candidate
region of the genome usually are localized in a range
between 1 and 5 million base pairs (bp). The gene responsible for the studied disease is positioned somewhere in
this interval.

Linkage analysis is based on the assumption that loci
close to each other are linked, inherited together and do not
undergo recombination during crossing-over. To determine
whether two loci are linked (Fig. 1A), the frequency of
recombination (θ) between the loci is established, and the
logarithm of odds (LOD) score is calculated [1]. An LOD
score is the decimal logarithm of the ratio of the probability
that the marker and disease are closely linked to the
likelihood of lack of linkage, which is equal with θ = 0.5.
An LOD score greater than 3.3 is considered as an
evidence for linkage in a genome-wide scale, while LOD
less than -2.0 indicates no linkage. Additionally, an LOD
score of 1.9 indicates suggestive linkage [2].
Considering the number of analyzed loci, linkage
analysis can be divided into two-point and multipoint. In
two-point analysis a marker-disease co-segregation with
one locus only at a time is analyzed. However, very often
the analyzed markers do not provide sufficient information
to determine whether recombination occurs or not. For
example, this happens when one or both parents of the
genotyped individual are homozygous in certain chromosomal region. In that case identical alleles on both
homologous chromosomes are present, and it is impossible
to determine whether recombination takes place in that
locus. In such case of low informativeness of the markers,
the power of the analysis can be increased by the simultaneous analysis of multiple markers located near each other,
instead of each separately.
In linkage analysis, parametric (LOD score) and nonparametric (NPL) analyses may be performed. Parametric
linkage analysis, as a model-based method, requires a few
parameters, including frequency of disease allele, penetrance,
and phenocopy rate. Penetrance is the proportion of
individuals with a predisposing genotype that developed the
studied disease. The term phenocopy describes an individual
exhibiting certain phenotype as a result of e.g. environmental
factors, although he/she does not have a predisposing genotype. These parameters are easy to obtain for monogenic
diseases. However, in the case of multifactorial disorder, in
which these parameters are unknown, non-parametric linkage
analysis would be more appropriate. The general principle of
this approach is that pairs of affected relatives share
significantly more alleles at markers in locus linked to the
disease than expected by chance. Allele sharing is commonly
described by (i) identical by state (IBS) and (ii) identical by
descent (IBD). Two alleles in the same genetic locus are IBS
if their DNA sequences are identical (Fig 1C), while they are
IBD if additionally both alleles are inherited from a recent
common ancestor. In the non-parametric approach, methods
based on IBD are used more often, because IBD alleles come
from a common ancestor shared between pairs of affected
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relatives, thus IBD carries more information on linkage. In
this type of analysis, IBD alleles probability is used to
determine whether the marker is linked to the trait. Linkage
would be suggested if the pairs of affected relatives share
significantly more alleles IBD than expected by chance. For
affected sib-pairs, for sharing 0, 1, and 2 IBD alleles, the
expected probabilities are 0.25, 0.5, and 0.25, respectively.
For multipoint analysis of extended families, Kruglyak
et al. [3] proposed non-parametric linkage test (NPL),
which is based on IBD. However, an NPL test implemented in GENEHUNTER [3] assumes complete IBD
information, and in case of incompleteness, the test results
in a loss of power. That method has been modified by
Kong and Cox [4], to provide accurate likelihood-based
tests, and implemented in GNEHUNTER-PLUS [4] and
ALLEGRO [5]. Scoring functions Spairs and Sall belong to
the most commonly used NPL statistics. Spairs is based on
numbers of alleles shared IBD by pairs of affected
relatives, whereas Sall is based on IBD patterns among all
affected individuals in a pedigree.
Keratoconus
Keratoconus (KTCN, OMIM 148300) is an eye disorder in which the cornea becomes cone-shaped because of
weakening and thinning of its central part, and results in
altered refractive powers, and loss of visual acuity. Its
prevalence is estimated to be 1:2,000 in the general
population [6]. Most diagnosed cases are sporadic, but also
familial cases are observed [7]. The reasons for development and progression of this disease remain elusive,
despite numerous studies. KTCN is thought to be a multifactorial disorder, whose development involves the participation of both environmental and genetic factors. Among
the environmental factors, frequent eye rubbing [8] and
contact lenses wearing [9] are mentioned. Also, in some
reports, coexistence of KTCN with atopy is presented [1012]. Genetic studies have led to the identification of several
loci on many chromosomes, linked to KTCN, including
1p36.23-36.21, 2p24, 2q13, 3p14-q13, 5q14.3-q21.1, 5q21.2,
5q32-q33, 9q34, 13q32, 14q11.2, 14q24.3, 15q15.1, 15q22.
33-24.2, 16q22.3-q23.1, 17p13, 20q12 [13-25]. To date,
most of the identified loci have not been replicated in other
populations.

II. METHODS
Subjects
Twenty individuals from an Ecuadorian family (KTCN015) participated in the study. All individuals were exa-
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mined in the Hospital Metropolitano in Quito, Ecuador,
undergoing a complete ophthalmic evaluation. The detailed
examination process has been previously described [20].
The possible consequences of the study were explained and
informed consent was obtained from all family members,
according to the Declaration of Helsinki. The research
protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board at
Poznan University of Medical Sciences in Poland.
Linkage analysis
A genome-wide screen was performed by genotyping
the KTCN-015 family with fluorescently labeled microsatellite markers, as previously described [20]. PEDSTATS
v.0.6.10 [26] was used to identify potential Mendelian
inconsistencies. Because the model of inheritance for
keratoconus is unknown, whole-genome multipoint nonparametric linkage analyses were performed with the
SimWalk2 v.2.91 program [27, 28]. SimWalk2 contains
five NPL statistics: BLOCKS, MAX-TREE, ENTROPY,
NPL PAIR and NPL ALL (http://www.genetics.ucla.
edu/software/simwalk_doc/) for each marker. BLOCKS is
most powerful at detecting linkage to a recessive trait,
MAX-TREE was designed for traits best modeled by
dominant inheritance, ENTROPY is a measure of the
entropy of the alleles among the affected cases, and NPL
PAIR and NPL ALL are most powerful at detecting linkage
to an additive trait. Mega2 v.4.5.1 [29] was used to
construct the input files for the SimWalk2 program. The
Rutgers Combined Linkage-Physical Map was used to
estimate loci genetic map distances [30].
Haplotypes were reconstructed using the SimWalk2
v.2.91 [27, 31] and visualized with HaploPainter v.1.043
program [32].

III. RESULTS
A genome-wide screen of family KTCN-015 indicated
one suggestive locus. Table 1 displays NPL multipoint
scores for five statistics: BLOCKS, MAX-TREE,
ENTROPY, NPL PAIR and NPL ALL in family KTCN015 for chromosome 11. Maximum NPL PAIR score was
obtained for chromosome 11 at marker D11S1760 (NPL
PAIR score = 1.667; NPL ALL score = 1.718). Distance
between the markers D11S4046 and D11S1760 is 8.73 cM.
Such interval might cause the inaccuracies in NPL
calculation. Because of that, additional analyses are
needed. Haplotype reconstruction allowed to narrow the
chromosomal region of interest to a fragment located in
locus 11p15.5-p15.4, and flanked by markers D11S1363 and
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Fig. 1. A. An example of a family pedigree; a symbol of circle points to women and square to men. Black filled symbol indicates an
affected status, while the open one – an unaffected individual. Genotypes of grandparents show that allele 2 segregates with the disease
phenotype, which allows to determine whether there was a recombination (R) or not (NR) in children genotypes. That information
allows for calculation of LOD. C. The diagram presents identity by state (IBS) and identity by descent (IBD) alleles in an exemplary
pedigree. In this case alleles IBS = 1, because sibling share allele 1. However, IBS = 0, because allele 1 is transmitted from mother to
daughter, and from father to son. B. Schema of a recombination between homologous chromosomes, during crossing-over. In these
chromosomes alleles of genes A, B, and C are mapped. Genes in close proximity tend to stay together due to genetic linkage (A and B).
Recombination more frequently takes place between genes located far apart (B and C)
Table 1. Multipoint Nonparametric Analysis Results of Selected STR Marker Loci on Chromosome 11 in Family KTCN-015
Marker names
D11S1363
D11S4046
D11S1760
D11S1338
D11S4149
D11S4116
D11S902
D11S4190
D11S915
D11S914
D11S935

Genetic
Position
(cM)*
4.27
4.96
13.69
14.84
20.45
26.91
30.69
38.99
44.32
51.53
58.22

Physical
Position
(start, bp)**
961,991
1,863,635
5,284,337
5,887,912
9,029,910
12,850,599
17,388,442
20,331,158
23,502,567
31,263,277
35,923,164

Bloks

Max-Tree

Entropy

NPL pair

NPL all

0.063
0.232
0.615
0.616
0.608
0.602
0.605
0.228
0.227
0.222
0.060

0.756
1.021
1.269
1.259
1.261
0.589
0.587
0.589
0.593
0.497
0.019

0.361
0.867
1.404
1.401
1.391
0.943
0.938
0.465
0.466
0.460
0.064

0.702
1.089
1.667
1.661
1.631
0.905
0.891
0.551
0.554
0.534
0.047

0.820
1.266
1.718
1.714
1.691
0.982
0.962
0.646
0.651
0.623
0.082

*The Rutgers Combined Linkage-Physical Map of The Human Genome
**NCBI build 37.1 genome assembly
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Fig. 2. Pedigree of family KTCN-019 and haplotype analysis. Black filled symbols indicate individuals with keratoconus phenotype,
gray filled symbols – individuals of unknown phenotype, and the open symbols unaffected family members. Haplotype regions in
different colors indicate the pattern of inheritance

D11S1760 (Fig. 2). However, that haplotype inherited by
7 affected individuals was also observed in 4 unaffected
family members.

DISSCUSION
During that study a whole-genome, non-parametric
linkage analysis of a multigenerational Ecuadorian family
(KTCN-015) was performed. Based on previous studies,
keratoconus is considered a multifactorial disease. Therefore, we decided to use non-parametric linkage analysis in
our study. Additionally, we used program SimWalk2,
which allows to analyze a very large pedigree, without
a need to remove any family members or split the pedigree
into smaller nuclear families. For the KTCN-015 family,
the highest NPL scores, indicating suggestive linkage, were
obtained in locus 11p15.5-p15.4. However, haplotype
reconstruction at that locus did not reveal a specific
chromosomal region completely segregating with the keratoconus phenotype. Incomplete penetrance in this family
could cause that result. On the other hand, such low linkage
signal could also be a false positive result.

The monogenic diseases characterized by Mendelian
inheritance are a group of the diseases in which the
identification of genetic causes of disorder development is
easiest. To determine the locus related to the presence of
monogenic disorder, the right tool is a parametric linkage
analysis. However, numerous loci identified for keratoconus suggest that it is a polygenic disorder. What is more,
many studies indicate the participation of environmental
factors in keratoconus causation. It is difficult to obtain the
full picture of a multifactorial disease, which includes both
genetics and environmental factors. The genetics of diseases caused by many different genes are more problematic
to elucidate. Each gene may have a different type of
inheritance (autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive, sexlinked). In addition, parameters necessary for parametric
analysis are unknown for most polygenic diseases. While
the wrong choice of model can weaken the power of
analysis, non-parametric methods or association analysis
are more suitable. Still, even the analysis based on nonparametric methods can be unsuccessful.
In summary, our study did not allow us to confirm the
connection between keratoconus and locus 11p15.5-p15.4.
Despite the fact that many linkage studies of keratoconus
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have been performed, there is not much knowledge about
the genetic factors of this disorder. This may suggest the
need to find another approach to further investigate the
genetics of keratoconus.
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